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An automated glitch-detection Õrestoration method of atomic force
microscope images
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An automated glitch-detection/restoration method of atomic force microscope images is proposed
and implemented. Contrary to other manual methods, our method is based on the probability
distribution of the derivative of the scanned image data. The glitches are identified as the points that
deviate from a normal probability density function. The essence of the automation is calculating the
distribution of the scanned image and removing the points that deviate from the normal distribution.
Quantitative analysis of the original and the restored image have been performed and the degree of
deformation of the restored images has also been analyzed. This technique can directly be applied
to other types of scanning probe microscope equipments. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first introduction of the scanning tunneling m
croscope in 1981 by Binning and Rohrer,1 scanning probes
have widely been used to measure various surface prope
such as topography, frictional force difference, electrost
potential, capacitance, magnetic force, temperature,
These nanoprobing techniques have become common
qualitative and/or quantitative analyses of virtually all kin
of samples, and thus have brought in a wide spectrum
scanning probe microscopies~SPMs!.2 Despite some draw
backs, such as tip-shape dependence of the image or
ideal response of the piezoscanner, the atomic force mi
scope~AFM! is the most versatile piece of equipment amo
the microscopes, allowing the three-dimensional reconst
tion of the sample topography with atomic resolution. T
versatility comes from the fact that there is no restriction
the material to be imaged using this microscopy techniq
Liquid materials as well as solids can be imaged, and e
biological cells can be observed by the AFM.3,4

Although the SPM can image the sample surface w
atomic resolution, different types of distortion are introduc
during the measurement. The most common of these is
distortion due to the tilt of samples and probes. In-de
analyses and modeling on this matter have been success
carried out by Yurovet al. and others.5,6 The thermal drift of
the tip with respect to the sample, and the nonlinear respo
of the piezoscanner have been extensively investigated.5 Fur-
thermore, automatic calibration methods have provided s

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: also atiQUIPS.
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cessful on-line image correction.5,7,8 The convolution effect
of the tip is another source of the distortion, which becom
pronounced when measuring structures with high aspec
tios, or when measuring ultrasmall features. Methods to
tain deconvoluted images are currently being investigated
many groups.9,10 Inherent distortions due to streaks are eas
observed, for example, in patterned surfaces. A mathema
model for the generation of the streaks and a removing a
rithm applying adaptive notch filtering have been inves
gated by Yuet al.11 The feedback circuit and the extern
noise sources also introduce the spatial frequency no
which can be partly removed by using fast Fourier transfo
filtering.12 All of those distortions prevent the proper analys
and interpretation of the obtained SPM data. Neverthel
the introduction of modern signal processing techniques s
ported by powerful computers have been creating a met
of reconstructing the real surface image from a distorted
age.

Glitches are often observed while taking AFM image
and they persist even after applying the filters introduc
above. Furthermore, only superficial and limited understa
ing about the generation of glitches exists and there rarel
a generally known algorithm to adequately handle ima
with glitch. Some manufacturers provide manual glitch
moval software based on the median filtering method,12 but
the detection of the glitch is time consuming and depe
solely on the user’s data point by data point decision.

In this article, the properties of the glitch are analyze
the AFM image data with glitches are formulated using
mathematical model, and then a detection algorithm is p
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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posed. The proposed algorithm is based on the probab
density function of the spatial derivative of the height da
The glitches are identified as the points that are far aw
from the mean of the probability density function since t
derivative value is large at the glitch points. The essence
the automation is calculating the distribution of the scann
image and removing the points that are deviated from
normal distribution. Finally, the proposed glitch-detectio
restoration is applied to original AFM images with glitch
and the restored images are quantitatively compared with
original images to ascertain the effectiveness of the a
rithm.

II. GLITCH DETECTION AND RESTORATION SCHEME

A. General aspects of atomic force microscopy
images

The AFM generally images the topography of sam
surfaces with respect to a scan coordinate system~SCS!. The
probe is raster-scanned parallel to thex-y plane of the SCS
while maintaining the contact force between the sample
the probe to a set point by relying on an electronic feedb
system. The variation in thez direction, which correspond
to the height data, is monitored and stored at each partic
sampling point~x,y!.6 The scanning direction can be eith
horizontal~x! or vertical ~y!. Images of 2563256 pixels are
usually obtained.

Since the glitch gives sudden variation of the heig
data, the quantitative measure of the glitch generation wil
the derivative of the height data. The distribution of the d
rivative of the height data could be approximated by seve
different types of functions. We find that usual semicond
tor surfaces can be approximated by the Gaussian distr
tion. Figure 1 shows three different AFM images of semico
ductor surfaces without glitches. Figures 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c!
are the surface images of a GaAs substrate, ap-type silicon
substrate, and a SiO2 substrate, respectively. Figures 1~d!,
1~e!, and 1~f! show the probability distribution of the spatia
derivative of their height dataHT8(x,y). ~The detailed defini-
tion will be given in Sec. II C.! Note that the distributions ar
plotted in the log scale. The solid lines denote the results
fitting the probability distribution with the Gaussian distrib
tion. The fitting error is smaller than 0.2%. The results su
gest many semiconductor surfaces can be approximate
the Gaussian distribution function. The root-mean-squ
~rms! roughness values of three cases are 0.248, 0.127,
0.16 nm. The standard deviation values of the distribut
functions are 1.07, 0.40, and 0.45 nm, respectively. One
portant thing to note is that the rms roughness is alm
proportional to the standard deviation.

B. Properties of glitches

The most frequent source of the glitch is the existence
moving particles, which drastically change the height of
probe. Once a sudden change of the probe height occu
persists during the scanning of even an entire line. The e
tence of the moving particle could be considered to be
but the glitch line behind the particle is an unwanted artifa
Glitches are also observed in samples with rough surface
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this case, the piezoscanner cannot follow drastic change
the sample surface in thez direction, when the feedbac
parameters are adjusted for surfaces with a small degre
roughness. The feedback parameter can be set to preven
generation of the glitch but this may cause distortion of
original surface image.

Figure 2~a! shows an example of an AFM image wit
glitches, which is obtained from a reactive-ion-etched~100!
GaAs sample. The sample surface treated by the reactive
etching becomes comparatively rough or corrugated, and
sidual particles are frequently present. Therefore, the gl
generation becomes more probable than on clean bare G
surfaces. The image was scanned in they direction and the
vertical bright or dark lines are identified as glitches, wher
drastic change in the height is exhibited as an abrupt brig
ness change. It can also be seen that glitches are gene
consecutively, forming double or triple glitch lines, whic
makes direct filtering of the raw data difficult. More detaile
aspects of the glitches can be observed in the height pr
analysis@Fig. 2~b!# along the line depicted in Fig. 2~a!. They
coordinate is fixed at 246, while thex coordinate varies from
219 to 256. The distance between the sampling points
19.53 nm. Seven glitches are clearly identified as the po
of negative height values.

The height profile analysis of Fig. 2~b! clearly suggests
that the derivative of the height with respect to the sc
position at glitch points will be much larger than the deriv
tives at normal positions. Therefore, the existence of

FIG. 1. AFM images of~a! a GaAs substrate,~b! a p-type silicon substrate,
and~c! a SiO2 substrate. Corresponding distribution functions are shown
~d!, ~e!, and~f!, respectively.
 AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~a! An example of the AFM image with
glitches obtained from a reactive-ion-etched~100!
GaAs sample, and~b! the height profile analysis resul
along the line depicted in~a!. ~c! The probability distri-
bution ofHT8(x,y), ~d! the detected glitch image,~e! the
restored image, and~f! the restored image after the sec
ond detection/restoration process.
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glitch will deviate corresponding data points that are ori
nally fit in the usual Gaussian distribution. Figure 2~c! shows
the logarithmic probability distribution of the image show
in Fig. 2~a!. We can identify many data points that have lar
derivative values and lie outside the original Gaussian dis
bution without any glitch point~the solid line!. If the number
of glitch data points is much smaller than the total numbe
data points, we can still find out the original distributio
utilizing only the normal points with small derivative value
The key aspect of our automatic glitch-detection algorit
thus is calculating the Gaussian distribution and identify
glitches from the distribution.

C. Formulation of atomic force microscopy image
data with glitches

A mathematical model of the AFM image data wi
glitches can be formulated as follows:

~1! Let H be square image data withN3N pixels. The
height of each pixel is represented byH(x,y), where x,y
51,2, . . . ,N. For convenience, the direction of the AFM
scanning is defined to be they direction.

~2! Define the derivative of the height data along a
rection perpendicular to the scan direction~in the x direc-
tion!; HT8(x,y)5]H(x,y)/]x, for eachy. Since we treatx
andy as integers, the unit ofHT8(x,y) is nm.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2002 to 210.125.178.211. Redistribution subject to
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~3! Assume thatHT8(x,y) is real and random.
~4! Define the probability of the derivative value a

FT(r );

FT~r !5Pr@q~r 21!

,HT8~x,y!<q~r !uq~r ![cr,c5constant#,

where c is an empirical quantization constant andr is the
random variable used for obtaining the distributional pro
erty of HT8(x,y). Then the probability density function~PDF!
of HT8(x,y) can be defined asf T(r )5dFT(r )/dr.

~5! If the functionFT(r ) is assumed as a Gaussian d
tribution, as suggested in Sec. II A, then the PDFf T(r ) has
the form

f T~r !'1/A2psT
2e2~r 2aT!2/2sT

2
,

whereaT is the mean value near zero andsT is the standard
deviation depending on the surface roughness.

~6! Since the value ofHT8(x,y) at the glitch will be much
larger than the value at normal surfaces, threshold detec
can be applied. A possible threshold for the glitch will th
be ThT

65aT6sT .
~7! The glitch is generated as a line along the scann

direction. When a glitch is generated,H(x,y) is maintained
at the same value along the line. This means that the der
 AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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tive of the glitch in the scanning direction is almost zero.
other words,HS8(x,y)'0 whereS represents the derivativ
in the AFM scanning direction.

D. Detection and data restoration algorithm
of glitches

Based on the above formulation of the image data,
rely on the density function of the derivative to detect t
glitch and restore the real image. The developed algori
follows the steps given below.

~1! Calculate the derivativeHT8(x,y) andHS8(x,y) for all
the pixels.

~2! Calculatef T(r ).
~3! Calculate the meanaT and the standard deviationsT

of f T(r ).
~4! Determine the upper and the lower threshold va

ThT
65aT6sT .

~5! For the pixels of step~1!, check the pixel (x,y) as a
glitch candidate ifHT8(x,y).ThT

1 or HT8(x,y),ThT
2 .

~6! For each glitch candidate pixel, check ifHS8(x,y)
'0. If so, this pixel is determined as the glitch.

~7! At the glitch pixel, calculate the average pixel valu
H(x,y)5@H(x21,y)1H(x11,y)#/2 from the left and the
right pixel values.

Note that, in step~1!, the first line of the pixel is as-
sumed to contain the correct values. In step~4!, the upper

FIG. 3. Flowchart of the proposed glitch-detection/restoration algorithm
Downloaded 22 Sep 2002 to 210.125.178.211. Redistribution subject to
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and the lower threshold values are needed to filter out br
or dark glitches, respectively. The calculated PDF in step~2!
should be as similar as possible to the PDF of the image w
no glitches. Therefore, a rough window for the fitting
needed. In Sec. II A, it is shown that the rms roughness
proportional to the standard deviation of the distributio
Furthermore, the existence of the glitch is not expected
change the rms roughness to a large extent. The window
be set as integer multiples of the virtual standard deviat

FIG. 4. Glitch removal of a smooth surface image:~a! the original image
with glitches,~b! the restored image after the first removal process, and~c!
the restored image after the second removal process.
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FIG. 5. Difficulties in detecting
glitches when glitches are present wit
sharp-edged patterns:~a! the original
AFM image of the metal electrode pat
terns with sharp edges,~b! the glitch
image derived from the first glitch de
tection, ~c! the partly restored image
~d! the glitch image derived from the
second glitch detection,~e! the glitch
removed and partly corrupted final im
age, and~f! the height profile analysis
along the line depicted in~a!.
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estimated from the rms roughness. In step~7!, the first-order
approximation is used and real height data are recovere
averaging two height data adjacent to the glitch point. T
above algorithm is summarized in the flowchart of Fig. 3

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We used AFM data obtained from a commercially ava
able AFM.12 The glitch detection and restoration algorith
was coded in C language and a common PC was used fo
data processing. Since most of modern AFMs use PCs fo
probe control and image processing, our implementation
be directly applicable to them. Three different AFM imag
will be discussed. Prior to the glitch detection, the origin
data went through the tilt correction and flattening proce
All images have the same scale in thex and they directions,
and the scanning direction isy. The scales in thez direction
are set to display the height data of the whole plane.

First of all, the image of Fig. 2~a! has gone through the
developed detection/restoration algorithm. Figure 2~c! shows
the PDF obtained from the image. The calculatedaT andsT

of the HT8(x,y) function were 0.000 156 and 2.244 241 nm
respectively. The upper and lower thresholds ThT

6 deter-
mined fromaT and sT were 2.244 398 and 2.244 085 nm
respectively. The dotted squares on both sides of Fig.~c!
correspond to the glitches identified by applying the cal
lated ThT

6 values. The inset shows the same distribution i
linear scale, where the Gaussian distribution is more evid
Figure 2~d! shows white lines detected as glitches. Appro
mately 10 lines are determined as glitches, while 16 gli
lines are discernible to the naked eye as shown in Fig. 2~a!.
Figure 2~e! shows the restored image after removing the
tected glitches. All of the 10 detected glitches are remo
while 6 undetected glitches still exist.

Generally, two detection and restoration steps are su
cient to completely remove glitches for the samples teste
this work. Figure 2~f! exhibits the image of Fig. 2~e! after
going through second glitch removal processes. As is sh
in the above paragraph, more than 60% of the glitches
removed in the first detection and restoration process,
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the remaining glitches are almost completely removed a
the second process. The rms roughness value can be a fi
of merit in the detection and restoration process, sin
glitches exaggerate the rms roughness value. The orig
image of Fig. 2~a! has the rms roughness value of 2.24 n

FIG. 6. ~a! The PDF of the image shown in Fig. 5~a!. ~b! The image of a
wet etched GaAs pattern and~c! its PDF.
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which is comparable with the rms roughness of 3.6 nm
tained from an electron cyclotron resonance plasma etc
GaAs sample.13 The rms roughness values of Figs. 2~e! and
2~f! are 1.60 and 1.56 nm, respectively. The difference
tween the rms roughness values of the original and the
stored images is about 29%.

The next case considered in this study is shown in F
4~a!. This image is obtained from a relatively smooth sem
insulating GaAs wafer. Several corrugations and eight gli
lines are observed in the original image. Two steps of gli
detection and restoration were performed and the result
each restoration step are shown in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, re-
spectively. As shown in Fig. 4~b!, only one-half of the
glitches are removed in the first detection and restora
process. The calculatedaT and sT were 0.000 115 and
1.170 735 nm, respectively. The upper and lower thresho
ThT

6 were 1.170 850 and21.170 620 nm, respectively. Th
result of the second detection and removal process is sh
in Fig. 4~c!. In this case, calculatedaT and sT were
0.000 115 and 0.269 952 nm, respectively. The upper
lower thresholds ThT

6 determined fromaT and sT , were
0.269 837 and20.270 067 nm, respectively. It is clear th
the glitches are removed almost completely. The glitch
moval becomes more important when considering the
roughness values of smooth surfaces. The rms roughne
Fig. 4~a! is 1.080 nm, while those of Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! are
0.573 and 0.407 nm, respectively. The differences in the
roughness values between the original and the restored
ages are 47% and 62%, respectively.

The final case considered in this study is shown in F
5~a!. Four metal electrodes, 100 nm in height, were fab
cated on a silicon substrate by electron beam lithography
lift-off process.14 This image is chosen with the intention o
testing the ability of the developed algorithm when t
glitches are mixed with patterns. Huge height changes al
the edge of the metal electrodes will be detected as glitc
by the proposed algorithm. The calculatedaT and sT of
HT8(x,y) were 0.000 044 and 9.882 535 nm, respective
The upper and lower thresholds, ThT

6 , were29.882 979 and
9.882 091 nm, respectively. Figure 5~b! shows the glitches
detected when applying the calculated threshold. Some p
of the edge of metal electrodes, as well as the real glitc
are determined as glitches. The glitch removal result
shown in Fig. 5~c!. Approximately five out of the ten glitche
discernible to the naked eye are removed but the rest rem
Figure 5~d! shows the glitch image of the second remov
process, where most of the glitch lines are detected corre
The restored image in Fig. 5~e! shows that the glitch lines ar
almost completely removed while it can be noticed that th
is a slight change in some of the metal regions.

Figure 5~f! shows the height profile analysis resu
along the thick solid line marked in Fig. 5~a!. The filled
squares are data points of the original image and the o
symbols are the data points after the first and the sec
Downloaded 22 Sep 2002 to 210.125.178.211. Redistribution subject to
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glitch removal processes. It is clearly noted that the gli
removal processes erroneously decrease the slope o
metal edge~approximately 33%!. This decrease in the slop
decreases the contrast of the image.

Figure 6~a! shows the PDF of the patterned surface
Fig. 5~a!. Figure 6~b! shows the image of a mesa etch
GaAs substrate without any glitch and Fig. 6~c! shows its
PDF. The solid lines in Figs. 6~a! and 6~c! denote the fitting
results obtained from our algorithm. There are data po
with large derivative values in Fig. 6~c! and they are origi-
nated from the pattern edges as well as from the glitch
Figure 6~c! more clearly shows that many of the data poin
with large derivative in Fig. 6~a! are originated from the
pattern edges.

More advanced glitch-detection/restoration algorith
for the patterned images should be the two-dimensional
titioning of the image by selecting areas of similar height a
applying the proposed algorithm separately. The main ide
the one-dimensional algorithm remains the same. Finally,
should emphasize that the glitch detection and restora
implemented in the above examples are automated and
type of manual handling is not involved. The algorithm c
also be applied to other SPM images other than AFM.
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